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By George W. Carey, Inez Eudora Perry

RED WHEEL/WEISER, United States, 1990. Paperback. Condition: New. New edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. After digesting the material presented by Carey and Perry, readers will
have a new understanding of basic homeopathic principles, as well as being able to tie various
homeopathic remedies to the sun signs. Once this is understood, it is reasonable that the position of
the Moon and ascendant in the natal chart and even the position of Saturn may well be indicators
of homeopathic remedies that are needed by the physical body. For example, when an Aries is too
quick to anger, perhaps a regular does of kali phosphate may even out the temper. Or when Virgo
is beginning to feel digestive problems, kali sulphate may help balance out the minerals in the body.
Nothing beats going to the doctor when needing a diagnosis/ however, knowing the basics of
homeopathy can also be likened to keeping a first aid kit in the house. In Part I, Dr. Carey relates the
parts of the body to the biochemical cellsalts (homeopathic remedies) that were espoused by Dr.
Schuessler. Part II, by Inez Perry, enlarges upon the symbolism of the sun types and the basics
about the...
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These sorts of pdf is the greatest publication readily available. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You can expect to like how the blogger
publish this book.
-- Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II--  Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II

Thorough guideline! Its this kind of excellent read. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. Your way of life period will
probably be transform once you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Alia  B or er-- Mr s. Alia  B or er
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